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Our technology empowers our customers to transform the industries that form the 
backbone of our economies. 

More agile and productive factories, more intelligent and efficient buildings and grids, 
more reliable and sustainable transportation.
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This year represents 150 years of Siemens in 

Australia and New Zealand. In many ways, our 

history is the region’s history - our technology 

is part of the fabric of our two nations. 

Our infrastructure, energy and industrial 

technologies underpin the building blocks of 

our nations. Through technology with purpose 

and passionate people we hope to continue to 

be an integral part of the region’s future for the 

next 150 years. 
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175 years

of social responsibility.

150 years

in Australia and 

New Zealand.
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Siemens innovations

Milestones  

in a 175-year 

history 
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1866
The dynamo makes 

electricity part of 

everyday life 

1816 – 1892
Company founder, 

visionary and inventor

1847
Pointer telegraph lays the 

foundation of Siemens as a 

global company

1879
World’s first 

electric railway
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2012
Test operation of the 

world‘s largest rotor for 

offshore wind turbines 

1983
First magnetic resonance 

imaging scanner

1959
SIMATIC 

revolutionizes 

automation

2018
Charter of Trust: a joint 

initiative for a secure 

digital world

1925
Siemens electrifies 

the Irish Free State 

with a hydroelectric 

power plant

1975
Breakthrough of high-

voltage direct-current 

(HVDC) transmission

2010
TIA Portal takes 

automation a stage 

further

2016
MindSphere, 

the cloud-based IoT 

operating system

2019
Launch of first project 

for Siemensstadt 2.0

2020
Comfy workplace app makes 

it safe to return to the office 

during the coronavirus 

pandemic
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Energy efficiency 

upgrades at the MCG

First telegraph line from 

Darwin to Adelaide

Time ball for New 

Zealand sailors

Australia’s first electric 

streetcar in Tasmania

Electrical control for the 

Parkes Radio Telescope

World’s first filmless 

paediatric imaging in NSW

Automation for key water 

infrastructure

Trains and trams for the 

Melbourne network

Lights for the first night 

World Series Cricket match 

An electrified train network 

for South Australia

Over $1.5 billion of 

university software grants

Automation & power for the 

ANZAC class frigates

Energy efficiency for 

Museums Victoria

Software for Rocket Lab 

to launch into space

Digitalization for Dulux 

Australia

A small snapshot of our history in Australia and New Zealand

1872 1876 1893 1961 1977

1989 1995 2003 2010 2013

2015 2017 2018 2019
2017

-21
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Siemens has been shaping industrial revolutions 
ever since its founding
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Industry 1.0

Industry 3.0

Industry 4.0

Industry 2.0

Digitalization –

through cyber-physical systems, 

industrial internet of things (IoT) & 

networks. 

Electrification –

through the introduction of a division 

of labor and mass production with the 

help of electrical energy

Steam power –

Shift from manual to 

mechanical production

Electronics and IT –

through electronic and IT systems that 

further automate production

1847: Founding of Siemens 

1872: Founding of Siemens in Australia 
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As a leading technology company, we provide 

industry-specific support to our customers. 

That’s what we do today and will do tomorrow.
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303,000
Employees around the world1

A$ 99.2 bn
in global revenue2

1 As of September 30, 2021 | 2 For fiscal  2021, converted to Australian dollars 
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With a footprint across Australia & New Zealand, 

we’re a local partner where you need it most.
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2,000
employees 

in the Pacific region1

A$ 1.4 bn
worth of technology 

supplied to the local 

market in new orders1

A$ 1 bn
of equity and debt 

commitments to support 

local businesses, public 

and private infrastructure1

1. As of September 30, 2021, inclusive of Siemens Healthineers. Figures exclude Siemens Energy & Siemens Gamesa. 
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Our four strategic priorities
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Empowered people

Driving progress by empowering our 

customers, partners and employees.

Growth mindset

Rather than make yesterday last, we 

are committed to building tomorrow –

by learning and being open to change.

Customer impact

We anticipate what our customers need 

before they even know they need it.

Technology

with purpose

Innovative technology has been at 

the core of Siemens for more than 

170 years and it will remain at the 

core of the future we’re building.



By combining the real and the digital worlds, Siemens empowers its 
customers to master their digital transformation and sustainability challenges
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Automotive

Manufacturing Airports

Food and 

Beverage

Chemical

Industry Cranes Intralogistics

Machinery and 

Plant Production

Data 

Centers

Municipalities 

and DSOs

Water and

wastewater Industry

Electronics

Industry

Battery

ManufacturingAerospace

Pharmaceutical 

Industry

Glass 

Production

Panel 

Building

Oil and Gas

Industry

Wind 

Energy

Mining 

Industry

Campus CementTire 

Industry

HealthcareLife 

Science

Transportation 

and Logistics

Pulp 

and Paper 

Real

world

Digital

world



Digital transformation has the potential for every industry to drive 
progress and growth for societies, while consuming fewer resources
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can be automated, improving 

productivity, quality and 

safety.

arise from operations. 

Digital technologies can 

unlock savings potential 

of up to 20%.

in transport capacity through 

digital signaling technology 

without building additional 

infrastructure.

could be reduced by AI and 

digital-twin technologies.

Source: McKinsey, BCG, Siemens Healthineers



Businesses and Services of Siemens AG
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1 Publicly listed subsidiary of Siemens; Siemens’ share in Siemens Healthineers: 75%

Services

Industrial Business

Smart

Infrastructure

Digital 

Industries Mobility

Siemens 

Healthineers1

Portfolio 

Companies

Siemens

Advanta

Siemens Financial Services Siemens Real Estate Global Business Services



We leverage our Company Core Technologies in all our businesses
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Simulation 

and Digital Twin

Cybersecurity 

and Trust

Connectivity 

and Edge

Automation

User Experience

Integrated Circuits 

and Electronics

Sustainable Energy 

and Infrastructure

Data Analytics 

and AI

Additive Manufacturing 

and Materials

Software Systems 

and Processes

Power Electronics 



Company Core Technologies 
Innovation examples
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Industrial 5G
• Siemens is driving 5G in industry

• First 5G router launched

• Standalone private 5G networks 

in trial operation

• 5G is prerequisite for IoT

Industrial Edge
• Market-leading solutions 

for industrial edge

• Extending the industrial edge 

to the field offers customers 

substantial advantages

Product PKI
• Employing digital certificates and 

signatures for devices and software 

significantly improves cybersecurity

• More than one million certificates 

already in use

SiGREEN
• SiGREEN enables trustworthy 

exchange of actionable product 

carbon footprints throughout 

value chains

• Use of verifiable credentials 

to address transparency, 

confidentiality, and data control 

in supply chains



Our core business and our digital business reinforce each other 
in a virtuous cycle, accelerating high value growth
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Digital 

business

Core

business
We grow our core 

business by leveraging 

our digital capabilities

We grow our digital 

business by leveraging 

our core business and 

domain know-how
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We commute in cars designed

with Siemens software…

… built in factories running 

on Siemens automation ...
… and charged 

by a Siemens smart grid.
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We work in smart buildings that 

promote our health and safety…

… that use energy 

with maximum efficiency ...

… and connect the physical and 

the digital workplace.
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We book our train tickets with 

Siemens software …

… to travel on trains

made by Siemens ...

… operated with Siemens 

infrastructure technology.
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We rely on life-saving drugs 

and treatments…

… as well as accurate 

medical diagnoses, ...

… all of which are made 

possiblee by Siemens solutions.
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Siemens’ commitment to sustainability
Our DEGREE framework sets clear priorities  
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Employability 
Enable our people to stay 

resilient and relevant in a 

constantly changing environment

Governance
Apply state-of-the-art systems 

for effective and responsible 

business conduct

Equity
Foster diversity, inclusion, 

and community development 

to create a sense of belonging

Decarbonization
Support the 1.5°C target in the fight 

against global warming

Resource efficiency
Achieve circularity and 

dematerialization

Ethics
Foster a culture of trust, adhere 

to ethical standards and handle 

data with care



Our DEGREE framework sets clear goals
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1 Assessed on the basis of a Siemens internal ESG/Sustainability index, incl. Customer Net Promoter Score, CO2 Reduction, Training Hours |  

2 Where legally possible and reasonable | 3 LTIFR: Lost time injury frequency rate (of Siemens employees and temp. workers) baseline FY2020

Decarbonization

Ethics

Governance

Resource efficiency

Equity

Employability

• Net zero operations by 2030 in line with SBTi pathway

• Net zero supply chain by 2050, 20% emissions reduction by 2030 

• Business Conduct Guidelines training for 100% of the workforce every three years

• ESG secured supply chain based on supplier commitment to the Supplier Code of Conduct

• Long-term incentives based on ESG criteria1

• Next-level robust eco-design for 100% of relevant Siemens product families by 2030

• Natural resource decoupling through increased purchase of secondary materials for metals and resins

• Circularity through waste-to-landfill reduction of 50% by 2025 and toward zero landfill waste by 2030

• Double digital learning hours by 2025

• Access to employee assistance program: maintain high level and expand globally to 100% by 2025

• 30% improvement in Siemens’ globally aggregated LTIFR3 by 2025

• 30% female share in top management by FY25 

• Access to employee share plans: maintain high level and expand globally to 100%2

• Global commitment to the New Normal Working Model 
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Empowering the next generation

Software grants for 

Australian universities

Recipients include:

• Swinburne University of Technology

• University of Western Australia

• University of South Australia

• University of Queensland

• University of Technology Sydney

• University of Tasmania

• RMIT University

Preparing for Industry 4.0

A strategic grant program of Siemens hi-tech 

industrial software, with a combined commercial 

value of more than A$1.5 billion, is enabling students 

to develop future-ready skills.

Siemens AG CEO Roland Busch announces a 

software donation to the University of Western 

Australia, accompanied by then Western 

Australian senator Mathias Cormann.
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Building skills for the future

The Aerotropolis is establishing a new high-skill jobs 

hub across aerospace and defence, manufacturing, 

healthcare, freight and logistic, agribusiness, 

education and research industries.

Access to cutting edge software

The MoU will give 25,000 students from the 

University of Technology Sydney access to new 

cutting-edge software, as part of a partnership to 

build a skilled workforce for the Western Sydney 

Aerotropolis.

Memorandum of Understanding

NSW State 

Government
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Memorandum of Understanding

Flinders University

Collaboration in areas critical to future of 

South Australia

Siemens and Flinders University have signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding to collaborate in the 

areas of defence, energy efficiency and food and 

beverage – areas critical to the state of South 

Australia.

Technology - education partnership

Through such partnerships South Australia can take 

advantage of its many strengths and natural assets 

and opportunities by embracing areas such as digital 

skills development and securing a long-term 

prosperous future.
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Workforce Transformation

Industrial Digital 

Innovation Hub

Hi-tech industrial software grant

Siemens and RMIT have established an ‘Industrial 

Digital Innovation Hub’ supported by Federal 

Government grant – connecting Australian and 

Vietnam campuses with global industry.

Industry 4.0 Ready

The hub includes a significant hi-tech industrial 

software grant from Siemens, as well as support by 

the federal government to participate in an innovative 

trial of a new Industry 4.0 teaching model in higher 

education.
Jeff Connolly, Siemens Australia CEO and Prof. 

Aleksandar Subic, RMIT Deputy Vice-Chancellor, 

at RMIT's Advanced Manufacturing Precinct.
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Siemens – RMIT University

Digital Energy 

TestLab

Only TestLab of its kind in Victoria

The facility opens new education and research 

pathways to one of the nation’s most critical topics –

the future of energy for smarter and more 

sustainable cities.

Energy systems for smart cities

Harnessing the power of data analytics, IoT, 

simulation and the same hardware and software 

being used by new generation national networks, the 

future energy workforce can test and model real-

world scenarios and optimise energy systems for 

smart cities. 
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Ready for Industry 4.0

Digital Jobs Program

Siemens supports Victorian Government 

Program

Siemens will support the Victorian Government’s $64 

million Digital Jobs program that will help mid-career 

Victorians reskill and upskill on much-needed digital 

skills. Siemens will train an intake of mid-career 

workers on key digital technologies used by some of 

the most well-known companies worldwide.

Committed to education

The program follows the success of Siemens’ 

previous award-winning Industry 4.0 Apprentice 

program that was launched along with Swinburne 

University and Australian Industry Group (Ai Group).
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A local MindSphere Application and 

Demonstration Centre 

Swinburne University 

of Technology

Engaging industry

Located at Swinburne University of Technology, the 

centre is unique in its industry and business 

engagement model in the tertiary sector – opening 

the campus to industry and businesses for co-

creation, while facilitating education and research.

MindSphere

MindSphere is a Siemens Industrial Internet of 

Things (IIoT) solution connecting products, plants, 

systems and machines to harness the wealth of data 

with advanced analytics.
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Future-

Ready

Digital Twin 

of the Grid

Network 

Stability

The technology is future-

ready and can bridge the 

divide between traditional 

grid systems and renewable 

energy.

Siemens has delivered two 

STATCOMs to Western 

Power’s remote West 

Kalgoorlie–Boulder substation 

to provide grid stability.

The solution includes a digital 

twin of the Western Power 

grid network, allowing 

technicians to create a virtual 

replica of the network.
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Hypersonic 

Launch 

Vehicle

Advanced 

Simulation 

Software

Australian 

Space 

Industry

The company has chosen 

Siemens software to help 

design its sustainable and 

reusable hypersonic launch 

vehicle.

Brisbane-based engineering 

start-up Hypersonix is a key 

player in Australia’s newly 

burgeoning space industry.

Hypersonix will implement 

advanced aerodynamic and 

thermal modelling software, 

which will build certainty and 

reliability of the launch vehicle
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Upgrade and 

Modernise

Intelligent 

Systems

Train 

Network

Siemens Mobility has been 

awarded two contracts worth 

around AU $190M by the NSW 

Government to significantly 

upgrade the rail network.

Sydney Trains is the operator 

of rail services across the 

metropolitan Sydney area, one 

of the busiest networks in the 

southern hemisphere.

The upgrade includes a new 

Traffic Management System 

along with a signalling 

upgrade to a digital ETCS-L2 

train control system. 
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Onshore 

Power 

Connection

Reducing 

Carbon 

Footprint

First 

Australian 

Installation

The installation for a global 

logistics company allows cargo 

vessels to access onshore 

power supply via a cable 

management system. 

Siemens has completed the 

first Australian SIHARBOR 

installation at Port Melbourne 

and the Port of Burnie in 

Tasmania.

Berthed ships can draw 

energy from the grid and shut 

down diesel generators, 

reducing maintenance, noise 

pollution and their carbon 

footprint. 
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Ambitious 

sustainability 

program

University

Campus

An Energy Performance 

Contract (EPC) has 

increased energy efficiency.  

and included the installation 

of a unique distributed 

energy system.

RMIT's City campus takes up 

roughly 6% of the CBD and 

includes some of Melbourne's 

oldest buildings. 

Reduction in electricity 

usage

tons of CO2 saved 

each year
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Zero 

emission bus 

range

Electrified 

Transport

Australian 

Manufacturer

The company has selected 

Siemens’ electric bus charging 

stations and digital depot 

management solution for its 

fleet of fully Australian designed 

and built electric buses.

Custom Denning is one of 

Australia’s leading bus 

manufacturers, based in 

Western Sydney. 

Once fully operational, the 

facility will be capable of 

producing 550 eBuses

annually.
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Energy 

Performance 

Contract

2.5 million 

visitors per 

year

Museums Victoria partnered 

with Siemens on an Energy 

Performance Contract (EPC) 

designed to increase energy 

efficiency.

Museums Victoria manages 

iconic sites, including the 

Melbourne Museum and the 

Royal Exhibition Building. 

Energy saving Emissions reduction
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Reducing 

carbon 

emissions

Processing 

Technology

Innovative 

Agriculture

It helps sequester carbon 

through silica’s natural 

capabilities and produces no 

carbon emissions when 

applied to farming soil. 

Amorphous silica, produced 

by Agripower, is currently the 

only organic fertiliser certified 

for use in Australia, the US, 

the EU and India.

Siemens has equipped 

Agripower with cutting-edge 

technology that enables 

them to produce this 

innovative product.
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Fermecraft 

partnership

Changing 

business 

model

Technology from Siemens has 

allowed microbrewery Wolf of 

the Willows to pivot from kegs 

to cans during COVID-19.

Siemens’ totally integrated 

automation concept forms the 

backbone of the Fermecraft 

technology, allowing for 

flexibility and ensuring a 

quality product.

Fermentation cycle reduced

from ~25 days to ~18 days.
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Go Bus 

Goes Green

Electrifying 

Transport

One of New Zealand’s largest 

bus operators, Go Bus, has 

chosen electric charging 

infrastructure from Siemens for 

the roll out of it’s new EV fleet.

New Zealand is electrifying 

the transport sector as a 

means of reducing carbon 

footprint. 

Buses powered in 

Christchurch 

Buses powered in 

Auckland
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Fermecraft 

partnership

Process 

Improvement

Melbourne 

micro-

brewery

Technology makes production 

improvements faster and 

decision making easier –

ultimately leading to improved 

and consistent quality. 

Siemens’ totally integrated 

automation concept forms the 

backbone of the Fermecraft 

technology, allowing for 

flexibility and ensuring a 

quality product.

KAIJU! create a range of hop-

driven beer, all made at their 

brewery in Dandenong South, 

Victoria. 
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Control 

system for 

experiments

Simulating 

ocean 

conditions

World-class 

marine 

research

Siemens solution partner 

SAGE Automation developed 

the facility’s control system 

based on a Siemens Simatic 

PCS 7 package.

Scientists at the Australian 

Institute of Marine Science 

(AIMS) study tropical marine 

environments in a world-class 

research facility.

Technology simulates ocean 

conditions and provides AIMS 

research teams with absolute 

control over temperature, 

acidity and salinity.
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Energy 

Performance 

Upgrade

A global 

commitment

Smart HQ

The project included a solar 

installation, smart IoT sensors, 

an upgrade to the Siemens 

Building Management System, 

and an LED lighting upgrades. 

Siemens’ Australian head 

office is now a smarter and 

more energy efficient building 

thanks to an Energy 

Performance Contract.

It was financed by Siemens 

Real Estate through a global 

fund earmarked to be invested 

in energy efficiency projects 

across Siemens sites.
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Emergency 

Medical 

Solutions

Integrated 

software

Aerospace 

Innovator

Their Powered Aero Loader™

(PAL™) for helicopters is a 

novel innovation that has had a 

transformational impact on 

patients and paramedics.

HeliMods is a Queensland

company that has grown into a 

globally recognized aerospace 

technology specialist. 

A suite of Siemens software 

assists HeliMods to develop 

integrated solutions – from 

ideation to design and 

manufacture, and service.
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Reducing 

Bushfire 

Risks

Fusesaver 

in action

Electricity 

distribution

Following the Black Saturday 

bushfires, Powercor was 

required to replace legacy 

reclosers in their distribution 

network with the latest 

technology. 

With about 90,000 kilometres 

of distribution lines, Powercor 

delivers electricity to over 

700,000 homes and 

businesses in Victoria.

Fusesaver™ - the world’s 

fastest circuit breaker - was 

deployed by Powercor to 

improve the reliability and 

safety of its network. 
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Any colour 

desired

Advanced 

automation 

Paint 

production

A new future-proof factory was 

built to respond quickly to the 

latest trends and remain at the 

leading edge of paint 

manufacturing.

Dulux is Australia’s most 

recognized paint brand, 

owned in the region by Dulux 

Australia, part of DuluxGroup. 

Advanced automation has 

created a paint production 

process that consistently 

delivers the highest quality 

paint faster than ever before.
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An end-to-

end solution

Hi-tech 

industrial 

software

Satellite 

launch 

service

Rocket Lab is preparing to 

integrate all its design, 

engineering and production 

systems to establish an end-to-

end digital thread.

New Zealand-based company 

Rocket Lab is an aerospace 

manufacturer and the world’s 

leading small satellite launch 

service.

Rocket Lab will implement 

Siemens hi-tech industrial 

software to help digitally 

manage the lifecycle needs of 

the business.
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Intelligent 

Systems

Efficient & 

Consistent

Family 

Owned and 

Run

Coopers’ Adelaide brewhouse 

operates using Siemens 

automation & software. 

Intelligent systems optimise 

data throughout all stages of 

the manufacturing process.

Having commenced 

production in 1862, Coopers 

Brewery is Australia's oldest 

family-owned and run brewery. 

Integrating and optimizing 

processes onsite allows  

Coopers to improve efficiency 

and produce a highly 

consistent and quality product.
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Supporting 

Grid Stability

Reducing 

diesel 

usage

Increasing 

renewables 

uptake

With an aim to produce 75% of 

the island’s electricity from 

renewables by 2030, Electricité

de Tahiti is upgrading the 

island’s energy network.

A power conversion system 

from Siemens will play a 

critical role in supporting the 

power, frequency and overall 

grid stability of the network.

The system will integrate into 

a Battery Energy Storage 

System from Kokam, which 

will offset existing diesel 

generators. 
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Fluence is a joint venture 

between Siemens and AES, 

dedicated to innovating 

modern electric infrastructure.

An Energy Storage Leader

Fluence

Recent 

Order:

1,000 MW

Recently chosen to supply 

up to 1,000MW of grid-scale 

battery energy storage to 

Australian energy generation 

and retail company AGL.

150 

projects

Fluence has 150 battery 

storage projects around the 

world, including several  in 

Australia.

Joint 

Venture

A Siemens 

Joint 

Venture
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Cooperation 
with universities

$7.2 bn 
R&D expenditures1

42,500
R&D employees2

4,480
Inventions1

2,520
Patent 

applications1

1 In fiscal 2021 | Euros converted to AUD

2 On average during fiscal year 2021 

Page 57

Innovation is the 

basis for our 

success

~55%
Engagement with 

Australian universities

7
Australian universities 

receiving software 

grants



The only trackside railway company 

with Australian Made recognition.

• There is growing demand for the products 

designed and manufactured at our facility in Port 

Melbourne and for the services provided by our 

rail specialists.

• We’ve been manufacturing the point machine for 

almost 90 years, with 15 patents held by our local 

manufacturing sites.

• MRX technology, an R&D bred company based 

in Perth and at the forefront of condition based

maintenance for rail and rolling stock, joined the 

Siemens family in 2017 and is now selling its 

solutions in 8 countries around the world.

Local Research & Development

Siemens Mobility
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From start-up to scale-up:

The home of FusesaverTM

• Siemens has invested ~$25 million in the 

Competence Centre in Yatala, Queensland.

• The facility manufactures local innovation 

FusesaverTM, which is exported and used by 

energy utilities in over 30 countries to improve 

reliability of energy networks.

• A significant portion of the investment is 

earmarked to support the research and 

development of new products, like the recently 

released Compact Modular Recloser.

Local Research & Development

Overhead Medium 

Voltage Systems 
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Our digital portfolio
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1 For fiscal 2021 | 2 For fiscal 2021 converted to AUD | 3 As of September 30, 2021

Top 10
Siemens is one of the 

top 10 software companies1

~44,000
employees in digital jobs at 

Siemens3

~430
digital offerings1

Data

analytics

New business 

models

Cyber-

security

Secure

connectivity

Simulation

tools

AI & IoT

OperateBuildDesign

Federated Frame Architecture with Reusable Services

Cloud Infrastructure by Platform Providers 

Digital transformation & IoT

Siemens Digital Products, Solutions & Services

Automation & Edge

Smart Hardware

Closed R&D loop  

$15 billion 
invested in digital companies 

in the past 10 years2



Charter of Trust
A joint initiative for a secure digital world 
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Associated Partner Forumcharteroftrust.com

3 Build trust in 

the digital world

2
Prevent damage 

to people, businesses, 

and infrastructure

1
Protect the data 

of individuals

and businesses
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Statement of Intent

Reconciliation 

Action Plan

We recognise the importance of 

engaging with local indigenous 

communities in our projects and 

activities. 

Siemens has developed a 

‘Reconciliation Action Plan’ to support 

our contribution to reconciliation both 

internally and in the communities in 

which we operate.

Our Reconciliation Action Plan can be 

found at www.reconciliation.org.au

Page 62
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Our Zero Harm Culture@Siemens

program follows three principles:

Zero incidents – it’s achievable!

We take care of each other! 

No compromises on health and 

safety! 

Our employees are our greatest asset. 

That’s why we want every single 

Siemens employee to be able to rely on a 

safe working environment at all times.

Employer with vision

Zero Harm Culture
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Compliance
Zero tolerance for misconduct

High rankings
in Dow Jones Sustainability Index 

in the category “Compliance” since 2009

US$120 m 
since 2009 to support organizations

fighting corruption and fraud

>330,000 
web-based compliance trainings 

of employees each year, averaged1

1 Without Siemens Healthineers
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The New Normal Working Model enables employees, 

following consultation, to work wherever they can be  

most productive. This accommodates employees’ 

desire for more flexibility and options when it comes 

to choosing where they work. 

Mobile working
as a key element of the “new normal”  

1 Number of job profiles that are suitable for mobile working.

Mobile working two to three days a week 

will be the worldwide standard –

for about 140,000 employees1 at 

more than 125 locations in 43 countries
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~180,000
Siemens employees 

are shareholders 

of the company1

1 As of September 30, 2021 
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Digital 

Industries
Industry faces a major challenge: because our 

planet’s resources are finite, it must produce 

more with less.

Siemens’ Digital Enterprise helps meet this 

challenge by merging the real and the digital 

worlds in a continuous flow of data. A key part

of that is the comprehensive Digital Twin. It 

collects data on products throughout their entire 

lifecycle, from the initial concept to their 

production and deployment. 

Our cutting-edge technologies make it possible 

for industry to understand this data and to use 

finite resources much more efficiently. That is 

how we are making industry more sustainable.
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Smart 

Infrastructure
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Smart infrastructure is sustainable 

infrastructure.

Siemens Smart Infrastructure combines the 

real and digital worlds across energy systems, 

buildings and industries, enhancing the way 

people live and work and significantly improving 

efficiency and sustainability. 

We work together with customers and partners 

to create an ecosystem that both intuitively 

responds to the needs of people and helps 

customers achieve their business goals. It 

helps our customers to thrive, communities to 

progress, and it supports sustainable 

development to protect our planet for the next 

generation.
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Mobility

With digitalization, we enable mobility operators 

worldwide to make trains and infrastructure 

intelligent, increase value sustainably over the 

entire lifecycle, enhance the passenger 

experience and guarantee availability.
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Siemens 

Healthineers
Siemens Healthineers AG is a listed, leading 

medical technology company that aspires to 

shape the healthcare system of the future. It 

helps healthcare providers around the world 

expand precision medicine, transform care 

delivery, improve the patient experience, and 

digitalize healthcare. 

The company is continuously developing its 

product and service portfolio with AI-supported 

applications and digital technologies that will 

play an important role in the next generation of 

medical technology.
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Siemens 

Advanta
Siemens Advanta enables companies to unlock 

the digital future by supporting their unique 

digitalization journey from start to finish.

Siemens Advanta’s key differentiator is its 

unrivalled combination of deep domain 

knowledge, the strong Siemens technology 

stack and a powerful ecosystem of partners 

around the globe. With its three units –

Consulting, Solutions & Implementation, and 

Development – Siemens Advanta’s services 

begin with strategy and operations consulting 

and range from design and prototyping to 

platform solutions and data services, and from 

software and applications development all the 

way to implementation and operation. 
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Portfolio 

Companies
Under the umbrella of Portfolio Companies, 

Siemens operates the units Large Drives 

Applications, Siemens Logistics, Commercial 

Vehicles, and Mechanical Systems and 

Components. 

With a decentralized setup, fast decision-

making processes and quick reaction times, 

these units are agile and flexible, which makes 

them more competitive in their specific markets 

and enables them to focus more sharply on 

their customers.
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Siemens Financial Services (SFS) – Siemens’ 

financial arm – provides financial solutions for 

business clients.

SFS enables customers to access new 

technologies, promotes growth, creates added 

value and increases competitiveness. Its 

exceptional combination of financial expertise, 

risk management and industry-specific know-

how enables SFS to offer a range of tailored, 

innovative financing solutions around the world. 

SFS supports customers by providing financing 

and leasing, corporate financing, equity 

investments, and project-related and structured 

financing as well as trade and receivables 

finance solutions.
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Siemens Global Business Services (GBS) 

designs, innovates, and efficiently operates 

business services for Siemens AG units 

worldwide as well as external customers. Its 

portfolio comprises transactional and expertise-

driven services – with a strong focus on 

digitalization in areas like business 

administration, human resources, supply chain 

management, sales, marketing, and 

engineering.

With unique expertise and more than 20 years 

of business services experience, GBS creates 

value tailored to the specific needs of 

customers. Its global delivery network enables 

it to achieve economies of scale and provide 

flexibility by bundling services and balancing 

efficiency and customer proximity 

requirements.  
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Siemens Real Estate (SRE) specializes in 

solutions for the operation of office, industrial 

and specialized buildings.

As a trusted partner, SRE creates value and 

increases the efficiency of real estate for 

Siemens and external customers.

With 25 years of experience in corporate real 

estate management, SRE is driving digitization 

in corporate real estate by providing smart and 

sustainable solutions that increase the flexibility 

of its customers.

SRE is significantly contributing to the Group's 

goal of being carbon neutral by 2030 and 

implementing innovative workplace concepts 

that support future-oriented hybrid working.
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Siemens Australia Head Office

885 Mountain Highway

Bayswater, Victoria 3153

Australia

Ph: 137 222 

Ph: +61 3 9721 2000 

E-mail: customercare.au@siemens.com

facebook.com/SiemensAustralia

twitter.com/Siemens_Aus

linkedin.com/company/siemens
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Disclaimer
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This document contains statements related to our future business and financial 

performance and future events or developments involving Siemens that may 

constitute forward-looking statements. These statements may be identified by 

words such as “expect,” “look forward to,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” 

“seek,” “estimate,” “will,” “project” or words of similar meaning. We may also 

make forward-looking statements in other reports, in prospectuses, in 

presentations, in material delivered to shareholders and in press releases. In 

addition, our representatives may from time to time make oral forward-looking 

statements. Such statements are based on the current expectations and certain 

assumptions of Siemens’ management, of which many are beyond Siemens’ 

control. These are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and factors, 

including, but not limited to, those described in disclosures, in particular in the 

chapter Report on expected developments and associated material opportunities 

and risks of the Annual Report, and in the Half-year Financial Report, which 

should be read in conjunction with the Annual Report. Should one or more of 

these risks or uncertainties materialize, events of force majeure, such as 

pandemics, occur or should underlying expectations including future events occur 

at a later date or not at all or assumptions prove incorrect, actual results, 

performance or achievements of Siemens may (negatively or positively) vary 

materially from those described explicitly or implicitly in the relevant forward-

looking statement. 

Siemens neither intends, nor assumes any obligation, to update or revise these

forward-looking statements in light of developments which differ from those

anticipated.

This document includes – in the applicable financial reporting framework not 

clearly defined – supplemental financial measures that are or may be alternative 

performance measures (non-GAAP-measures). These supplemental financial 

measures should not be viewed in isolation or as alternatives to measures of 

Siemens’ net assets and financial positions or results of operations as presented 

in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework in its 

Consolidated Financial Statements. Other companies that report or describe 

similarly titled alternative performance measures may calculate them differently.

Due to rounding, numbers presented throughout this and other documents may

not add up precisely to the totals provided and percentages may not precisely

reflect the absolute figures.

Financial publications are available for download at: 

www.siemens.com/ir
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